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Lab Safety on the Reef 
 
The juveniles of the Reef community has been learning safety guidelines during science class. Read the 
paragraphs below to find the broken safety rules and underline each one. How many can you find? 

 
Nemo, Pearl, and Sheldon  were thrilled when Mr. Ray, their teacher, brought in a 

chemistry set! Mr. Ray warned them to be careful and reminded them to follow the 

safety rules they had learned in class. He passed out the materials and provided each 

person with an experiment book. 

Nemo and Sheldon flipped through the book and decided to test the properties of 

a mystery substance. Since the teacher did not tell them to wear the safety goggles, 

they left them on the table. Nemo lit the Bunsen burner, then reached across the flame to 

get a test tube from Sheldon. In the process, he knocked over a bottle of the mystery 

substance and a little bit splashed Sheldon. Nemo poured some of the substance into a 

test tube and began to heat it. When it started to bubble he looked into the test tube to see 

what was happening and pointed it towards Sheldon so he could see. Sheldon thought it 

smelled weird so he took a deep whiff of it. He didn't think it smelled poisonous and tasted a little bit of the 

substance. They were worried about running out of time, so they left the test tube and materials on the table 

and moved to a different station to try another experiment. 

Pearl didn't want to waste any time reading the directions, so she put on some 

safety goggles and picked a couple different substances. She tested them with 

vinegar (a weak acid) to see what would happen even though she didn't have 

permission to experiment her his own. She noticed that one of the substances did not 

do anything, but the other one fizzed. She, also, mixed two substances together to 

see what would happen, but didn't notice anything. She saw Nemo and Sheldon 

heating something in a test tube and decided to do that test. She ran over to that 

station and knocked over a couple bottles that Nemo had left open. After cleaning up 

the spills, she read the directions and found the materials she needed. The only test tube she 

could find had a small crack in it, but she decided to use it anyway. She lit the Bunsen burner and 

used tongs to hold the test tube over the flame. She forgot to move her notebook away from the 

flame and almost caught it on fire. 

Before they could do another experiment, the bell rang and they rushed to put everything 

away. Since they didn't have much time, Pearl didn't clean out her test tube before putting it away 

in the cabinet. Nemo noticed that he had a small cut on his finger, but decided he didn't have time 

to tell the teacher about it. Since they were late, they skipped washing their hands and hurried to 

their next class. 
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Controls and Variables 
Part 1 

 
Nemo and his Reef pals have been busy doing a little research. Read the description for each experiment and 

answer the questions. 
 

1. Sting Suppressant  
 

Marlin wants to make his anemone home a safer place to live. He has created an 

ointment that he thinks will reduce the stinging power of the anemone. He recruits 100 

neighbors that are willing to participate in his study. He has 50 of them (Group A) apply the 

new ointment to their scales. The other 50 (Group B) apply a mixture that looks exactly like 

the new ointment, but is really just a mixture of sand and dye. Both groups were told that 

they were getting the ointment that would reduce anemone stings. Two hours after applying the ointment, 30 

neighbors in Group A reported having fewer stings from their anemones and 8 neighbors in Group B reported 

having fewer stings. 

a. Which people are in the control group? 

b. What is the independent variable? 

c. What is the dependent variable? 

d. What should Marlin’s conclusion be? 

 

e. Why do you think 8 people in Group B reported feeling better? 

 
2. Slimotosis 

 
Nemo notices that Squirt is suffering from slimotosis, which occurs when the 

shell develops a nasty slime and gives off a horrible odor. His friend, Dory, tells him 

that rubbing seaweed on the shell is the perfect cure, while Marlin says that drinking 

Dr. Kelp will be a better cure. Nemo decides to test this cure by rubbing squirt with 

seaweed for 1 week and having him drink Dr. Kelp. After a week of treatment, the 

slime is gone and Squirt’s shell smells better. 

a. What was the initial observation? 

b. What is the independent variable? 

c. What is the dependent variable? 

d. What should Nemo’s conclusion be? 
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e. How can this experiment be improved to be more accurate? 

3. “Fish are Friends, Not Food” 
 

Bruce was told that a certain nozzle cream was the newest 

best thing on the market and claims to decrease a sharks’ urge to eat 

fish. Interested in this product, he buys the special cream and recruits 

Chum and Anchor to help him with an experiment. Bruce develops a 

special testing area with decoy fish for Chum and Anchor. He meets 

with them once every day for a period of 2 weeks and keeps track of 

their results. Before each session Chum’s nozzle is lathered in the cream, while Anchor’s nozzle is  lathered 

with regular scale lotion. 

a. Which person is in the control group? 

b. What is the independent variable? 

c. What is the dependent variable? 

d. What should Bruce’s conclusion be? 

 

e. What could be some sources of error in this experiment? 

 

4. Microwave Miracle 
 

Dory believes that fish that eat food exposed to 

microwaves will become smarter and would be able to 

swim through the reef faster. She decides to perform an 

experiment by placing fish food in a microwave for 20 

seconds. She has the fish swim through the reef and 

records the time it takes for each one to make it to the 

end. She feeds the special food to 10 fish and gives 

regular food to 10 others. After 1 week, she has the fish 

swim through the reef again and records the times for each. 

a. What was Dory’s hypothesis? 

b. Which fish are in the control group? 

c. What is the independent variable? 

d. What is the dependent variable? 
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e. Look at the results in the data tables. What should Dory’s conclusion be? 

Controls and Variables 
Part 2 

 
Nemo and his Reef pals have continued doing a little research to solve some problems. Read the description 
for each experiment and answer the questions. 
 

1. Kelp-less Breath Mints 
 

Mr. Ray created a secret ingredient for a breath 
mint that he thinks will “cure” the bad breath sea 
organisms get from eating kelp patties. He asked 100 
customers with a history of bad breath to try his new breath mint. He had fifty customers (Group 
A) eat a breath mint after they finished eating a kelp patty. The other fifty (Group B), also, 
received a breath mint after they finished the sandwich, however, it was just a regular breath 
mint and did not have the secret ingredient. Both groups were told that they were getting the 
breath mint that would cure their bad breath. Two hours after eating the kelp patties, thirty 
customers in Group A and ten customers in Group B reported having better breath than they 
normally had after eating kelp patties. 

a. Which people are in the control group? 

b. What is the independent variable? 

c. What is the dependent variable? 

d. What should Mr. Ray’s conclusion be? 

 

e. Why do you think 10 people in group B reported fresher breath? 

 

2. Clean Team 
 

Jacques noticed that his tank mates were not as clean as they used to 
be. His friend Peach told him that he should try using Clean-O soap, a new 
brand of  soap she found at Whale-Mart. Jacques made sure to clean one tank 
mate in plain water and another in water with the Clean-O soap. After washing 
both tank mates a total of three times, the tank mate washed in the Clean-O 
soap did not appear to be any cleaner than the mate washed in plain water. 

a. What was the problem Jacques wanted to investigate? 

b. What is the independent variable? 

c. What is the dependent variable? 

d. What should Jacques’ conclusion be? 

 

e. What could be a source of error in this experiment? 
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3. Destiny’s Symphony 
 

Destiny loves singing and believes it attracts 
more jellyfish than any other instrument she has ever 
heard. In order to test her hypothesis, Destiny sung a 
song for a total of 5 minutes and counted the number 
of jellyfish she saw in the bay. She sung the song a 
total of 3 times and then repeated the experiment using a flute and a guitar. She, also, recorded 
the number of jellyfish she observed when she was not singing or playing an 
instrument. The results are shown in the chart. 

a. What is the independent variable? 

b. What is the dependent variable? 

c. What should Destiny’s conclusion be? 

 

d. Are the results reliable? Why or why not? 

 

4. Bubbles’ Super Bubbles 
 

Bubbles loves to blow bubbles! Bubbles found some Super 
Bubble Soap at Whale-Mart. The ads claim that Super 
Bubble Soap will produce bubbles that are twice as big as 
bubbles made with regular bubble soap. Patrick and 
SpongeBob made up two samples of bubble solution. One 
sample was made with 5 oz. of Super Bubble Soap and 5 
oz. of water, while the other was made with the same 

amount of water and 5 oz. of regular bubble soap. Bubbles used his 
favorite bubble wands to blow 10 different bubbles and did his best 
to measure the diameter of each one. The results are shown in the 
chart. 

a. What did the Super Bubble ads claim? 

b. What is the independent variable? 

c. What is the dependent variable? 

d. Look at the results in the chart. 

    I. Calculate the average diameter for each bubble solution. 

Super Bubble=____________________cm  

Regular Soap=____________________cm 

    Ii. What should his conclusion be? 
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       e.  Are the results reliable? Why or why not? 

Marine Life Institute Experiments 
 

The Marine Life Institute gang loves science class and wanted to do a little research. Read the description 
for each experiment and use your knowledge of the scientific method to answer the questions. 

 
1. Clam Flower Power 

Jenny, Dory’s mom, loves to garden in her clam flower-bed and 
wants to grow lots of pink flower clams for the return of Dory. She bought 
a special Clam Flower Power fertilizer to see if will help produce more clam 
flowers. She plants two clams of the same size in separate containers with 
the same amount of sand. She places one clam in a sunny window and 
waters it every day with fertilized water. She places the other clam on a 
shelf in a closet and waters it with plain water every other day. 

 
a. What did Jenny do wrong in this experiment? Explain.  

 
 

b. What should Jenny do to test the effectiveness of Clam Flower Power fertilizer? 
Write an experiment.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

2. Super Snails 
Hank thinks the snails in the Touch Tank are not the smartest 

snails in the park and believes he can improve their brain power by 
feeding them Super Snail Snacks. In order to test this hypothesis, he 
recruits several snail friends to help him with the experiment. The 
snails ate one snack with each meal every day for three weeks. Hank 
created a test and gave it to the snails before they started eating the 
snacks, as well as, after three weeks. 

 
a. Based on the data provided, do the Super Snail Snacks work? Explain your answer. 

 
 
 

 
3. Becky’s Bubbles 

Becky loves bubble gum and would like to be able to blow bigger bubbles than anyone 
else in The Bay. To prepare for the The Bay’s Big Bubble Contest, she bought five different 
brands of bubble gum and needs your help to find the brand that creates the biggest bubbles. 
Write an experiment to test the bubble power of the bubble gum brands 
and help Becky win the contest. 

 
 


